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SUMMARY 
Smce its fust step into Vietnam in 2009, social media system has undergone stormy development 
and become the most popular social network for sharmg information in all fields. While language 
teachers have always struggled to find the most innovative leaming method for theh students, the 
social network such as Facebook can be used to formally support the process of teachmg and 
leaming outside the classroom. The benefit that social network brings to language learners is not 
limited to the access to specialized pages. More importantly, via social network, teachmg foreign 
languages may reach out beyond tradhional teaching methods, and become a way to teach students 
in the way they prefer to Ieam, The author conducted a quantitative study to examme the current 
situation and propose some approaches to optmiize the utility of social network to facilitate 
innovative English leaming outside the classroom. 
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INTRODUCTION 

I As the Intemet is evolving at a rapid pace, the 

' impact o f t h e net, especially social networks, 

' on education has recently become a 

I confroversial topic. From the educational 

I perspective, social networks can actively 

i support students by creating an interactive 

environment to gain and share their 

knowledge. There have been many studies 

into the influence of virtual world on 

language teaching and leaming. Although 

these studies address the utility of social 

networking and how it influences students' 

I academic performance, they have not delved 

directly into how teachers can apply social 

networks to support teaching activities. The 

purpose of this study Is to investigate the use 

of social sites as teaching and leaming aids. 

Social network is a service that connects 

members and their interests on the Intemet 

together for a variety of purposes regardless 

of space and time [5]. Social media are highly 

efficient because they are one of many 

methods of communication that allow users to 

quickly and widely disseminate information. 

In schools, social media sites are increasing 

student engagement outside the classroom 
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and theyare creating new and innovative ways 

to Ieam. 

According to VietnamNetcitizens Report 

(2016), the most common social sites ir. 

Vietnam are as follows [4]: 

Youtube 

Although ranked behind Facebook as the 

world's most popular social networking site, 

Youtube dominates in Vietnam. Youtube is a 

video sharing website which is owned by 

Google. Unregistered users can watch videos 

and registered users can upload videos. 

Facebook 

The most popular social networking site to 

date in the world is Facebook. This site 

allows users to set up a profile and post 

updates, links, photos, conversations, and the 

like. Users can update and share information 

quickly using a simple and interface. 

Accessing Facebook through mobile devices 

at leisure time is a common habit of 

Vietnamese people today. 

Instagram 

Instagram is an application that allows users 

to take pictures and videos and share them on 

a variety of social networking platforms. It is 

owned by Facebook, 
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Pinterest 
Pinterest is a personalized media platform 
which allows registered users to "pin" and 
organize media content into collections called 
pinboards. Users can also browse the content 
of others in their feed. 
ZingMe 
ZingMe is a social network provided by a 
Vietnamese developer. As a result, the site is 
much closer and friendlier than other social 
networking sites. Association with many 
other popular sites in the Zing system such as 
Zing News, Zing MP3 makes the site popular 
among teenagers. 

However, the most popular networking site in 
teaching and leaming foreign languages in 
Vietnam is Facebook. In the framework of 
this article, the author will discuss how to 
optimize this social network in teaching and 
leaming English. 
METHODOLOGY 

Data for the study included a survey of 250 
students in Vietnam University of Commerce. 
The students are from Faculty of English, 
Intemational Business, Marketing, Finance 
and Banking. The participants of the study 
took English courses at high school and at 
Vietnam University of Commerce, English is 
a compulsory major subject and they have to 
study longer periods of English than other 
facuUies. 

The researcher used surveysin the study. A 
lO-item survey was developed, which 
required approximately 20 minutes to 
complete. Surveys were distributed on 
campus (n=150) in classrooms and common 
areas, and online via English speaking 
Facebook groups (n=100). Most of the 
respondents (58%) were female and most 
were 19-23 years old. Freshmen comprised 
22% of the sample, 26% were sophomores, 
18% juniors, and 34% seniors. The survey 
consisted of ten questions which asked about 
students' personal social media experiences. 
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Respondents were asked to choose theu most 
preferred social media platform firet. The 
nextfour questions were demographic 
questions - gender, age, race and year in 
school. The sixth and seventh questions 
asked the average amount of hours spent on 
any social media network per day and 
whether or not they used social media 
networks more during the weekend. Then 
their purposes of using social networks were 
surveyed in the following questions. The 
results were statistically analyzed in order to 
reach conclusion and suggest implications 
and possible recommendations. 
RESULTS 

Some general information is gathered In the 
tables below. 

Table 1. Summary information 

Gender 
Male 
Female 
Year in School 
Freshman 
Sophomore 
Junior 
Senior 
All numbers are percents. 

42 
58 

22 
26 
18 
34 

Table 2. Habit of using Facebook 

Frequency of Access 

Not everyday 

Once per day 

2-3 times/day 

4-5 times/day 

6-10 times/day 

Many times 

Always online 

Time of Access 

Less than 30m/day 

From 0.5 to 3 hours 

From 3 to 6 hours 

More than 6 hours 

4,8 

8.8 

29,2 

32 

8 

14 

3.2 

16 

52 

25.2 

6.8 

All numbers are percents. 
Not surprisingly, almost all 
choose Facebook as the most favourite social 
network. The survey results also show that 
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students of Vietnam University of Commerce 
mainly use Facebook to maintain 
relationships and entertainment (54%). 65 
respondents (26%) said that they regularly use 
Facebook to discuss with their friends about 
lessons, exercises, work or other leaming 
purposes. However, only 20% of respondents 
regularly use Facebook for English leaming 
activities such as searching for materials or 
joining study groups. 
DISCUSSION 

Social networks are both pervasive and 
powerful. From all the information collected 
in this paper, the author has some 
recommendations for teachers. 
Recommendations 
Starting a Facebook account 
Through Facebook teachers can easily share 
knowledge for learners through viTiting 
articles, or encourage students to practice 
English hy sharing state sfreams, commenting 
in English. Facebook allows teachers to 
interact with learners In English easily. For 
example, teachers can choose a topic to post 
on theu Facebook to students to discuss and 
exchange in English. Thus, every learner has 
the opportunity to practice and participate in 
this topic, something that traditional classes 
with large numbers of students and limited 
time cannot do. 

Using Facebook as an assessment tool 
Teachers take initiative in offering students a 
familiar and non-pressure environment where 
everyone can express what he/she knows 
without feeling Judged. Based on the 
exchange of leamers in the comment section, 
teachers can evaluate the ability of students, 
as well as help students correct grammar, 
vocabulary. However, they should try to 
manage by putting clear limits on what 
students area allowed to do and not allowed to 
(not using slangs, obeying grammar mles and 
respecting classmates.) 

Diversifying learning patterns 

To support teaching and leaming foreign 
languages in the school effectively and 
overcome difficulties, the teachers can 
organize a number of leaming models such as 
Fan-page, Group, Discussion Board . Through 
Facebook, teachers and students can exchange 
the content knowledge. Teachers provide 
additional knowledge and practice exercises 
for students. Weekly teachers create Google 
Forms for students to participate in reward 
questions. Results are announced and 
rewarded regularly. 
The Net Based Curriculum 
Today's students are connected, digital, and 
highly social. Intemet and social media sites 
like Facebook play a critical role in the lives 
of these students. Therefore it is essential that 
educators design a curriculum that ables them 
to receive updates and interviews, read 
comments, and participate in discussions in 
the foreign language [1]. Utilized as a 
communicative tool in the language 
classroom, Facebook can also serve to 
promote collaboration through target 
language discussions, status updates, 
comments, and questions. Students can 
discuss a photograph or video or can facilitate 
an activity in which they describe in the 
foreign language a certain place, person, 
activity, etc., and other students try to guess 
what it is. Instmctors can also create 
hypothetical events in the target language 
country and design a discussion around the 
students' anticipation before, experiences 
during, and thoughts after attending the event. 
These types of collaborations can promote a 
sense of connection and community between 
the students allowing for a richer and more, 
engaging leaming experience. In this manner, 
Facebook allows for muItl-dimensional 
conversation, both among students and 
between students and the instmctor. 
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Disadvantages 

Despite the posrtlve impacts that social media 

has had on education, there are also growing 

eoncems. 

Privacy Issues 

The biggest downfall of social media being 

incorporated into education is the security and 

privacy issues that come along with it. 

Confidentiality and privacy are very big 

issues within social media because of postmg 

personal information onlme [3]. Teachers 

should take responsibility to educate their 

students about the security and privacy issues 

of postmg person information online. 

Social Media can be a Distraction 

Another eomplauit among educators is that 

social media is distracting in the classroom. 

Tools like Facebook and Twitter, if 

encouraged, can divert students' attention 

away from what's happening in class and are 

ultimately dismptive to the leaming process. 

Therefore, instmctors should make sure social 

media won't be abused. 

Discouraging Face-to-Face Conununication 

Some teachers are concemed that when 

paying to much attention online, students are 

missing valuable lessons in real-life social 

skills [2]. At social gatherings and in personal 

relationships, they need to be able to 

effectively express themselves and connect 

with others. 

CONCLUSION 

There is no doubt that social networla 

promote student autonomy and support 

among leamers. However, using social 

networks in general and Facebook in 

particular must go hand In hand with 

innovative teaching methods and student-

centered approach. Moreover, a balance 

between social media use and academic effort 

is imperative to improve student grade. To 

use Facebook effectively, leamers must also 

establish some certain habhs of using this 

network and profound awareness of social 

networking culture. 
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T O M T A T 
D A Y H Q C N G O ^ I NGU* BEN NGOAI L d P HQC - iTNG D ^ N G MANG XA HOI 
F A C E B O O K TRONG D ^ Y VA HQC TIENG ANH 

Hin Thj Bich Ngpc' 
Khoa Tieng Anh - Dgi hgc Thuong mgi 

K I tii bi t diu phit triln t̂ ii Vi^t Nam tii nim 2009, cic trang m îng xi h^i d i c6 budc phit Uiln 
manh mg v i trd thinh kinh ph6 biin dl chia se thong tm trong mpi ITnh vuc Trong khi 36, theo 
thih thin ddi mdi toin difn ciia Dl in Ngo^i ngir Quoc gia 2020, cic giio viSn lu6n phai c6 ging 
tim ra phuang phip hpc t^p thin thi$n vi sing t^o nhit vdi hpc viSn ciia minh. D?lc bi?t vdi th\rc 
trying s6 gid len 16p khdng c6n nhilu, viec thuc day hpc t ip bSn ngoii ldp hpc l i vo cimg cin thiit. 
Hi^n tai, nhilu ngudi sii d\ing cic tinh ning cua cic trang m^ng xi h^i bing cich tham gia cic 
nhdm vi trang giio dye. Tuy nhiSn, Igi ich ma m ^ g xi hOi mang lai cho ngudi hpc ngSn ngO 
khdng gidi ban d vif c Uuy c§p cic Uang chuy6n biet. Quan trpng hon, qua mang x i hpi, day ngoai 
ngO c6 thi vugt ra ngoii cic phucmg p h ^ giing day tmyen thdng, v i ud thinh mot cich hpc tip 
Ihih ho^t Uong dd ngudi hpc cd thi hpc theo each hp muon hpc. D I mmh hpa, t ic gia thuc hi^n 
mpt nghign curu dinh lugng nhim khio sit tinh hinh hien t?i v i dl xudt m^t s6 cich tiep c§ii dl tdi 
uu hoi ti^n ich cua m^ng x i hgii dl thiic diy hogt dpng day - hpc ngogi ngft ben ngoii ldp hpc. 
Tir khda: Hpc ngogi ngfi, ngodi ldp hgc, mgng xd hpi, doi mdi, Facebook 
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